
CookTek® ThermaCube™ Induction
Thermal Delivery System

Fast, easy to use - and it works!

Nobody orders cold, soggy food, so why deliver it?  The ThermaCube™ Induction Thermal
Delivery System from CookTek® offers unparalleled performance when it comes to
maintaining temperature and controlling humidity.

The system is comprised of a specially designed lightweight pellet tray, a system specific
bag, and an induction charger base.  The pellet tray resides hidden inside the bag and is
only ever removed when the bag needs replacing or laundering.  Once a bag containing a
tray is placed on the induction charger base, it automatically heats up.  A red light shows
that charging is taking place.  The light changes to green when that bag is hot and ready
for use.  Simple.  Cordless.  Dependable.

The ThermaCube™ System is unique because it does not cook or overly heat food.  The
specially designed tray and bag create a blanket of warm air that surrounds the food and
prevents it from cooling.  The VaporVent™ equipped bag effectively controls moisture.
You can keep burgers, fries, chicken, Asian cuisine, just about any hot food item, hot and
at near just-cooked quality for deliveries of up to 30 minutes!

Step 1

Place bag with pellet tray

assembly on charger.  Red light

illuminates to indicate charging. Step 3

Another bag is placed on the

charger to prepare for the next

delivery.

Step 2
When the green “ready” light

illuminates, bag is removed,

filled with the order, and

dispatched.

Simple operation is as easy as 1, 2, 3...

Cordless bags - ultra low maintenance

Bag (without tray assembly) is machine washable

Pellet tray is submersible for cleaning (but not dishwasher safe)

Removable Velcro divider to create 2 or 4 interior

compartments

Initial charge in 3 1/2 minutes, recharges in 60 seconds or less!

Two bag/locator sizes available - 12” (305mm) deep by 12.5”

(318mm) wide by 7” (229mm) tall or 16.5” (419mm) deep by

17.5” (445mm) wide by 12” (305mm) tall interior dimensions -

to accommodate all types of food
Durable powder coated

steel housing and

polycarbonate locator tray

Simple automatic red

light / green light

operation

100-120VAC model

200-240VAC model (for outside US/Canada only)

Country specific cord and plug attached

Available in small

and large sizes

Order ticket window

Durable nylon bag

creates blanket of

warm air to keep

food hot

Adjustable carrying straps

Strong Velcro

closures

VaporVent™ lid

Heat-retaining

pellet

Removable pellet tray

designed to optimize food

temperatures inside bag

Polycarbonate

outer casing

ThermaCube™ bag is designed to
optimize food temperatures for up to 

30 minutes!
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Deliver It Hot

Deliver It Hot

ThermaCube™ Induction Thermal Delivery
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